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Planning and developing socioeconomically viable cities and towns
is the basic pushing factor towards
optimal economic growth and
prosperity. Unless an eﬀective land
use plan, that caters the requirements
of modern day, is prepared, the hope
for an integrated and sustainable
growth may not be properly put in
practice.
The nature of cities requires to
beneﬁcially use economic factors and
promote convenience, while
maintaining the quality of the
environment and promoting
conservation of the land. The only way

to achieve this, is the utilization of the
elements of land use planning.
Realizing the importance of land use
planning the Government of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa mandated Urban Policy
& Planning Unit of Planning &
Development Department to prepare
provincial land use plans for
regulating the use of provincial land &
promote more desirable social and
environmental outcomes as well as a
more eﬃcient use of resources. Urban
Policy & Planning Unit is preparing
Land Use Plans for divisional
headquarters, as well for districts &
particularly for unban centers of the
province.
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Working on preparation Provincial Land Use Plans is in
almost ﬁnal stages and would serve as a policy document
for an integrated, coordinated, systematic planning and
development activities, creating employments
opportunity to the rural and sub-urban population to
reduce pressure on mega cities. It also aims at
establishing hierarchy of settlements and developments
of Satellite, Intermediate, Secondary and Industrial
Towns as focal points of future to cater the rural areas and
small towns.
The Plans would be improving human and physical
resources, maximizing provincial revenue, balancing
distribution of infrastructure, services and boosting per
capita Income. These plans will also provide guidance to
the nation building departments/agencies including
District Governments/TMAs for undertaking integrated
and coherent development programs through holistic
planning approach, allocating land for the future
development to fulﬁll the human needs and protect the
prime agriculture land and environment in each district.
KEY REFORM INITIATIVES/OBJECTIVES:
1. To provide broad guidelines to the nation building

department/ agencies for undertaking multi-sector,
multi-year integrated and coherent development
program(s) for each district of the province.
2. To initiate a process for evidence-based land use
planning in the province.
3. To establish a proper control mechanism for land use
development or land use change province.
4. To classify land of the district and allocate land for the
development of diﬀerent amenities and services
based on population forecast and needs assessment.
5. To conserve the prime agriculture land of the
province from non-agriculture uses and other
encroachment and ensure food security and
sustainable development.
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BENEFITS OF THE PROJECT:
1. The proposed Land Use Plan will provide tools that

will help to control and regulate the physical growth
of the city in accordance with proposed strategies to
preserve the integrity, environment and cultural and
heritage resources of the most ancient living city of
the area.
2. The project will provide guidelines for feasible and

high priority investment in urban infrastructure.
3. The project will help to identify and strengthen the

government policies/ programs in urban sector. It will
provide an opportunity not only to strengthen the
existing local government institutions but will also to
develop new urban management institutions
responsible for growth and development of the wall
city creating opportunities for investment and jobs
creation.
4. The project will provide a venue to public for debates

regarding cultural and heritage conservation,
population, housing, land use conversion, transport &
other infrastructures for fulﬁlling needs of the city
dwellers. It will provide a framework to upgrade the
existing infrastructure and meet the demands of the
growing population of the area.
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5. Preparation of a detail base map of the city on a

suitable sable with all necessary information's will
help diﬀerent organization for various purposes
particularly for preservation of buildings of
heritage and architectural signiﬁcance.
6. The project will devise strategies to fulﬁll the

housing and municipal infrastructure requirements
of the people living in the traditional core area of the
city.
7. Help in tracking the dynamics of urban land uses

and other developments in relation to environment
and economy in future and more reliable data will
become available for planning, monitoring and
rational decision making.
8. The Land Use Plan will strictly enforce land use

planning and zoning that will ensure protection of
the heritage assets of the city, will ensure the
availability of basic facilities including
neighborhood parks and open spaces, and will also
enhance the economic activities in the area.
9. Finally, the project will improve the environment

working on urban related planning, the project was
administratively shifted to Urban Policy & Planning
Unit on the directions of the Chief Minister.
The Unit prepared a comprehensive plan for preparing
Land use plans for all twenty-six districts of the
province and to streamline the scattered activities, the
project was bifurcated in three phases, covering all
provincial districts. The phase – 1 of the project was to
cover plans of Peshawar and Mardan Divisions
(District Peshawar, Nowshera, Charsadda, Mardan &
Swabi). The land use plans for Peshawar and Mardan
divisions have been ﬁnalized and are in process of
tabling for approval of the competent forum.
Phase – 2 of the assignment covers the preparation of
Land Use Plans for Abbottabad, Kohat, Bannu and DI
Khan Districts. The work on draft Land Use Plans for
Abbottabad is near to completion, while the work of
data collection for Land Use Plans of Kohat, Bannu and
DI Khan has been initiated. The ﬁnalization of phase- 2
will be followed by phase – 3 and would cover the
remaining provincial districts excluding newly merged
areas districts.

aspect of the districts and will prevent the
substantial loss of buildings of cultural and heritage
value.
10. The ultimate beneﬁciaries will be the people living

in the urban core and surrounding areas.
Historically no consolidated eﬀorts have been made for
the preparation of integrated land use plan for the
province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The ﬁrst ﬁeld
manual on Village Land Use Planning was prepared in
1994 with technical support of Pak-Holland Social
Forestry Project Malakand-Dir (1987-1999). Later on,
Provincial Housing Authority (PHA), Government of
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa established Project Management
Unit (PMU) for the preparation of districts land use
plans and the initial step was taken, but not ﬁnalized.
Since a dedicated Unit under Planning & Development
Department was established with speciﬁc mandate of
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KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA GEOMETRIC DESIGN STANDARD
MANUAL DRAFTED TO ENSURE HARMONY IN ROADS DESIGNS
The Geometric Design Manual is a standard document
that aims to provide guidance and recommendations for
all categories/classes of the roads for the planners &
designers to carry out the geometric design of roads. The
use of the procedures in the manual helps in achieving
reasonable uniformity in geometric design for a given

(UPPU) of the Planning and Development Department
worked on introducing a Geometric Design Standard
Manual for the design of various classes of roads. The
Unit focused on to set down basic principles governing
the designs of all road projects and promote uniformity
in the design procedures in the Province.
The Unit initially reviewed various existing engineering
practices for road designs being implemented in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, it was established to develop a single
design manual for ensuring harmony in design practices
and addressing core roads related issues. Halcrow
Pakistan (HPK) was engaged to review existing
practices not only in the province but also at national and
international level best practices and develop a standard
geometric design manual that would form the basis for
all future road design in the province. The manual to be
useful document for all organizations, professionals,
designers, researchers and academia who have the role
in planning, design and approval of new and existing
roads in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.

set of conditions. Currently, the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is
lacking to have its own standards manual to optimize
eﬃciency and safety along with minimizing the
maintenance cost and environmental damages, fuel
consumption & emissions reduction.
Geometric design also aﬀects an emerging objective
called "livability," which is deﬁned as designing roads to
foster broader community goals, including providing
access to workplaces, schools, businesses and
residences, accommodating a range of travel modes
such as walking, cycling, transit, and automobiles.
Recognizing the importance of having a provincial level
uniformed Manual, the government of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa through Urban Policy and Planning Unit
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The USAID funded Geometric Design Standards
Manual would provide an eﬃcient and easy guideline
for roads and pavements design, ensuring the local
requirements and general understanding of not only the
technical parties but also the work force participating in
highways and streets design and construction projects.
The manual also covers design guidance for all utilities
(wet and dry) and road lighting system. Road lighting
chapter discusses the codes and standards, essential
design calculations, software, road lighting
classiﬁcations, road surface classiﬁcations, design
parameters, and lighting levels at local, collector,
arterial, roundabout, road junctions, under bridge,
intersection, underpass, pedestrian crossing and
walkways, etc.
The chapter in this manual describes provision for
lighting arrangement system, power source of road
lighting system and operation of road lighting system. It
also deals with the selection of lighting control panel,
cable laying, selection of pole and selection of

luminaires.
The utilities system in the road design describe various
systems and covers electrical, telecom, gas, sewage,
storm drainage, irrigation, water supply, etc. Giving full
guidance and support to the designers of wet and dry
services, covering all types of roads including local,
collector and arterial. And to deﬁne the laying strategy of
various utilities under the road, at junctions, roundabout,
intersections, etc. In addition, cross sections of utilities
for various types of roads are part of the manual.
Soon after ﬁnalization and approval from the competent
forum, the Manual would be a source of working
document and essential to be updated it from time to time
due to the dynamic nature of transportation industry. The
manual would need to be kept fully up-to-date as new
tools and techniques become available. Therefore, any
comments that may arise during the application of this
manual would be welcome from all groups of users for
future revisions.

RECREATIONAL SPOTS DEVELOPED UNDER DIVISIONAL BEAUTIFICATION PLAN IN KOHAT & D.I.KHAN

Cities beautiﬁcation have been remained on the top
priority of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Government to
restore & beautify the divisional headquarter cities for the
comfort of citizens and visitors. Under Divisional
Beautiﬁcation Plan, the technical expertise of the Urban
Architecture Section, Urban Policy & Planning Unit,
P&D Department was utilized to aesthetically design the
recreational spots and other themes.

been executed by the local administrations/departments
including Deputy Commissioner Oﬃces. These
amenities have been developed for the local on
Mosamiyat Road, along Indus River, D. I Khan & Babri
Banda in Kohat to facilitate the citizens at their door step
and provide an opportunity for recreational activities next
to homes, especially children & women.

The team of Urban Policy & Planning Unit (UPPU) along
with relevant local administration including Deputy
Commissioners visited various spots in districts to
identify suitable locations for developing thematic
designs under divisional beautiﬁcation plans. Among
other themes Food Street, Family Parks & Walking Tracks
for the comfort of the citizens have been developed and
opened for the citizens in D. I Khan & Kohat.
The thematic designs of the mentioned amenities have
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CAPACITY BUILDING TRAINING ON ADVANCED
LEVEL GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM
Geographic Information System (GIS) is a dynamic and
handy technology capable of analysis and providing
visual information to management for eﬃcient planning,
implementation and monitoring. This advanced
technology could be used to meet the present-day
complex challenges, related to optimum utilization of
available resources and infrastructure.
In this respect to enhance the professional excellence of
the government employees for utilizing the GIS
technology as a tool of future planning in their respective
departments, Urban Policy & Planning Unit of Planning
& Development Department, government of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa in collaboration with USAID organized
three days advanced level training.
This training was meant to familiarize and improve the
professional capacity of technical personnel through
analyzing various aspects of the subject and practically
guide them about the best techniques. The training was
attended by almost ﬁfty representatives of diﬀerent
departments throughout Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.

skills of professionals which would help them in better
planning. He also added that in recent developments
Geographic Information System (GIS) web
technologies and database management systems have
emerged as a powerful tool in strengthening planning.
OBJECTIVES OF TRAINING:
§

§
§

§

§

Welcoming the representatives of diﬀerent departments,
Executive Director Urban Policy & Planning Unit, P&D
Department, Mr. Inayatullah Wasim informed that the
training materials are tailored to improve the technical
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To introduce modern trend in using on the shelf/oﬀ
the shelf softwares for web GIS and spatial database
development and provide practical knowledge of
web GIS open source applications and spatial
database development to individuals and
professionals.
To have a practical understanding of GIS concepts,
techniques, and real-world applications.
To highlight the use of GIS such as ground truthing,
surveys, site selection, planning & management in
urban areas etc.
To provide expected knowledge and skills as well as
the expertise and independence necessary for
management of projects in Geographic Information
Systems
To improve capacity of the line departments
employees in conceiving ideas, propagating and
implementing successfully
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Proceedings of First Day (Session):
The three days long training on advanced GIS started
with recitation and followed by introduction of
participants. Resource Persons for the training, Shahid
Nawaz Khan and Shahid Jawad Khan, lecturers of
National University of Science & Technology
conducted the sessions. The participants were given a
brief overview regarding the outline of training and
objectives of Urban Policy and Planning Unit.
During the sessions of Day One the Resource Person
gave presentations on Web Architecture, Database
Management Systems, Spatial Databases and involved
the participants in practical exercises on HTML (Hyper
Text Markup Language), CSS (Cascading Style Sheets),
JScript (web/HTML scripting language, ﬁle extension),
JQUERY (Java Queries) and PHP. The participants were
given handy hints on how to use the mentioned GIS
related softwares practically.
Second Day Session:
The second day session activities included recaps of ﬁrst
day, interactive discussion on practical usage of GIS in
planning, and Web GIS. Proceeding to main session of
the day the Resource Persons highlighted the beneﬁts of
web-GIS technologies and gave detailed lectures and
had practical sessions on GeoServer, Data Services,
GeoJSON, PostGres & PostGIS for database
development.

Third Day Session:
The Resource Persons, during 3rd session, gave lectures
on Geo-Server and Mapguide & OSGEO Software and
the participants were allowed enough time to practically
use it for better understanding. The last session was
concluded with taking remarks of the participants
regarding the training. Participants were of the view that
this nature of training would be handy if conducted
regularly for several days.

The three days long training was concluded with giving
away shields and certiﬁcates to the participants. The
Executive Director, UPPU, Mr. Inayatullah Wasim and
the Deputy Commissioner Abbottabad gave away the
certiﬁcates and shields to participants.
Speaking on the occasion Executive Director advised
the participants to eﬀectively utilize GIS as a planning
tool in future planning. He added that UPU would also
conduct in future such expert level trainings for
enhancing professional excellence of the representatives
of provincial line departments throughout Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa.
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COMMUNICATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM BEING LAUNCHED IN GOVT SCHOOLS

Sensitizing students' community would not only
support to change their social attitude towards these
issues, but also plays a massive role in building up a
society that is knowledgeable towards the protected
environment and its associated problems.

Civilizing citizens social behavior towards social issues
and its ramiﬁcation is a big challenge for the
governments to handle positively. Citizens positive
perception would enable the governments to take steps
for socio – economic stability and prosperity of the
regions. Urban Policy & Planning Unit of Planning &
Development Department is launching behavior change
program, targeting the youth studying in major
government-run schools to persuade for playing active
role in changing communities' perceptions.
The governments School children are the most
signiﬁcant community to be a change agent and could
play vital role in changing social attitude of the citizens
towards better lifestyle. The Program would focus on
educating students on basic urban issues eﬀectively for
promoting a positive sense among people to make
certain sustainable and fair use of resources.

Urban Policy & Planning Unit in collaboration with
Water & Sanitation Services Company Peshawar and
City Traﬃc Police Peshawar (Traﬃc Wardens
Peshawar) would visit schools for holding awareness
sessions with students where students would be
sensitized over above essential urban issues. The
students would also be practically involved in several
activities i.e. chart designing, delivering speeches, and
skits on identiﬁed themes.
Sustainability of the Program, holding awareness
events in schools on routine basis, depends on forming a
ten-member Behavior Change Committee (BCC) under
this program in each school. The BCCs would
continuously hold such activities to educate students,
accordingly, persuading students to be future social
change agents and encourage others to take serious and
eﬀective action towards critical urban issues of the day.

Under this program events would be organized in major
government schools to sensitize students on urban
issues, not only to change their social behavior but also
carry environmental education into their homes &
communities.
It is pertinent to mention that cooperative social
education level of citizens gives rise to overall positive
environmental change. There are a lot of urban issues
i.e. Water pollution & wastage, waste management at
house and street level, traﬃc rules, protection of urban
infrastructures, etc being faced by cities, leading to the
causes of many diseases, health issues and long-term
livelihood problems.
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